
                                                                   

 
                               Date : April 22,2023 

 

 

 

     Dear Parents, 

KSR Akshara wishes Hygienic Holidays to you all. Akshara’s Admission is 

going on for the grades Kg to XI. Kindly share your friends, neighbours and relatives to join 

with our best team. 

 Summer Vacation is probably the happiest period in a student’s life. The purpose of 

giving the summer vacation is multifold. 

 It is a time to get relaxation after a sequence of regular classes, assignments and 

assessments but ensure that your child has a routine to follow.  

 Encourage them read news paper, English Story books or magazine everyday. Make 

them write 5 new words per day with its meaning in a separate note book. 

 Encourage your child to support in cooking and take up the small house hold 

responsibilities like cleaning, arranging etc.  

 This is the quality time for your child to spend with grandparents, parents and other 

relations. Discuss with your children about the values you followed at your young age 

and its importance. 

 Ensure that they take proper healthy and balanced diet suitable to the season. Drink 

more water, tender coconut and fresh juice regularly. 

 Ensure that they Wash their hands frequently with soap and water to be hygienic. 

 Ensure that they do prayers everyday for your family, for the society and for the world. 

 Encourage then to learn new skills like solving Rubik Cube or any kind of Brain gym 

activities to enhance them. 

 Little more time to enhance their skills and be in touch with learning we have given the 

Holiday Assignments. 

 Kindly ensure that your child completes all the given assignments during the vacation 

and submit it on the day of school reopening [June 07, 2023 ]. 

General Instructions 
All the work should be hand-written. 

Original drawings / illustrations and creative use of materials will be appreciated. 
→ Present your work on A-4 size sheets with your name and class clearly written at the top. 

 The work will be evaluated for all the subjects on the following parameters. 
1. Idea and content 
2. Presentation 
3. Ability to answer the questions 
4. Innovativeness. 
5. Creativity. 

Marks of this Holiday Assignment will be added to the forth coming PT – I Examination.         

                                                          It’s Reading Time 

 
 

  

 

 

  Note: Kindly get sign from parents after reading. 

 

I Can Read 

and Write   ( 

Level 3)  

 
Pg. no. 15,18,22,27,30,44,46,50,64,67,71,80,84,86,90,100 



 

1. Paste 4 - 5 pictures of animals that live: a) on land b) in    

water, on 2 separate A-4 size- coloured sheets. Label the 

pictures. Make a mask of your favourite animal . 

 

2. Prepare a chart of tables 2-5 with a creative border using 

pattern. 

 

3. Make leaf art using dry leaves, dry grass, and dry twigs to make any four figures of 

birds and insects in one A4-size chart paper. Label your art creations neatly and 

give beautiful border designs to your art work. You can use your own imagination. 

Heading of this project is “LEAF ART or LEAF DESIGNS”. Remember to write your 

Name, Class, Section. 

4. Make a project (Art Integrated) to show the ASCENDING & DESCENDING ORDER of the 

following things through:-  

 The size of the objects (like trees, fruits, vegetables, 

fishes, marbles etc). 

 The number of objects (like no. of balls or marbles).  

 By climbing of stairs upward (in ascending order) and 

then throwing the ball downwards (in descending 

order) on the stairs. 

 By simple counting of numerals (ascending) and 

reverse counting of numerals (descending).  

 

5. Collect some large feathers. Paint them red, green and blue. Put them in a vase. Gift the 

vase to your father. 

 

6. Observe the picture and write a descriptive paragraph based on it in A4 sheet: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Begin by saying what the paragraph is about. Include how the place looks and what the  

children are doing. End by giving an interesting detail about the picture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

green grass, merry, houses, excited, trees, park, colourful 

swings, slides, rocking horse, cheerful, bright, friendly. 


